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Farming in Lincolnshire
Farming is very important to us because we need farmers to grow our food. The food we eat
comes from plants or animals.

Geography – Food Grown Around the United Kingdom
Lots of the food we eat comes from the United Kingdom (UK), which is made up of 4
countries:

Scotland
Northern
Ireland

England

Wales

Can you name the 4 countries of the UK?
____________________________________

_________________________________

____________________________________

_________________________________
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Let’s see where some food is grown in the UK.

Bulls
Wheat

fish

Caerphilly
Cheese

Chickens
Potatoes

Lamb
apples
Match the food being grown to the part of the UK shown:
England

Scotland

Northern Ireland

Wales

Plants as Food
There are some plants that we grow which we can eat after washing or cooking them and
there are some plants which we grow, that we have to change before we can use them.
Have a look at the plant food below and say whether you think they can be used once
they’ve been washed or cooked or if they need to be changed first.
Plant food

Wash/cook

Cucumber

change

√

Lettuce

Tomatoes
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Plant food

Wash/cook

change

Pasta

Bread

Potatoes

Peas

Carrots

Nuts

Apples

Strawberries

Wheat biscuits

Sweetcorn
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Most of our salad plants, fruit and vegetables can be eaten once washed or cooked.
But many of our other foods such as flour (for cakes, breads and bagels), pasta, breakfast
cereals, sugar and oils are made from plants but these plants need to be changed first.
Many of the plants which make up these foods are called grains. The grains we eat are
wheat (which is made into flour), oats, barley, bran, corn, and rice. All but rice is grown in
the UK.
We get oils from rapeseed plants, corn/maize, and sunflowers. In Lincolnshire the plants we
grow for oils are usually rapeseed (the fields are bright yellow - you may have seen them!)
or corn/ maize. Below is a field full of rapeseed from the Lincolnshire Wolds:

Lincolnshire grows many grains, fruit and vegetables. Lincolnshire produces about 1/8 of
the UK’s food so it is a very important county.
Match the plant food grown in Lincolnshire to its name:
Vegetables
aparagus
brussel sprouts
cabbage
carrots
cauliflower
courgettes
leeks
onions
pumpkins
runner beans

Fruit
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apples
blackberries
blackcurrants
pears
raspberries
strawberries

Salads

celery
cucumber
cress
lettuce
radish
spring onions
tomatoes

Which of the plant foods have you eaten? Put a tick next to the ones you have tried and a
smiley face if you liked it and a sad face if you did not .
If you look very closely at the pictures of the plants, you will see that we eat different parts
of plant.
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Science – Parts of a Plant

Above
ground

soil
Below
ground
The fruit of a plant contains seeds. Seeds make new plants. We call some seeds, beans
because the fruit is a pod:

The leaf of the plant makes the plant’s food.
The stem of the plant holds the leaves, fruits and flowers upright and carries water to them.
The roots of the plant hold the plant in the soil and takes in the water that the plant needs
to grow. Some plants have swollen roots which we call tubers. A potato is a tuber:
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Draw some vegetables and salads in the farmer’s crates below so we know which part of the
plant the food comes from:
The leaf of the plant

The stem of the plant

The fruit of the plant

The root of the plant

The flower of the plant

All people need to have food, drink and the right amount of warmth to be able to grow and
live well.
Plants also need to have food, drink and the right amount of warmth to be able to grow and
live well.
Thinking questions
Why do fewer plants grow in the winter compared to the summer?

___________________________________________________________________________
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Here’s a picture of the plant on my kitchen table. It does not look very well. What have I
forgotten to do?

______________________________
______________________________

Maths – How long are these plants?
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Design Technology & Personal, Social, Health & Economic (PSHE) Education
Keeping Safe
Washed Hands…
After we go to the toilet, we must wash our
hands,
After we blow our nose or sneeze, we must
wash our hands,
After we play with pets, we must wash our
hands,
After we play outside, we must wash our
hands,
Before we prepare our food, we must wash
our hands,
Before we eat our food, we must wash our
hands,
That’s because it stops us from spreading
and carrying germs!
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Cooking with Potatoes
Potatoes are the roots of a plant, growing in the soil. They are very muddy so we always
have to wash them before we use them.
Very many potatoes are grown in Lincolnshire. Are any grown near you?

We can cook and eat potatoes in lots of different ways:
1. Bake them – after the potatoes is washed, the potato skin is pricked with a fork,
then the potato is cooked an oven until the inside of the potato is soft.

2. Boil them – the potatoes are peeled first to remove the skin. The potatoes are then
cut into smaller pieces and placed in a saucepan with enough water to cover the top
of the potatoes. The pan is placed on the hob of the cooker and the heat is turned up
so the water boils. Once the potatoes are soft, the water is drained off and the
potatoes are ready to eat.
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Sequence the pictures for boiling potatoes by writing which step it is in the box under the
picture (step 1, step 2, step 3, step 4, step 5 or step 6)

3. Fry them – after the potatoes are washed and peeled, they are cut into slices (these
can be chips or round pieces). Fat or oil is then heated in a pan or a deep fat fryer
and the sliced potatoes are put in pan and fried until the outside of the potato is
crispy and the inside is soft.
Note to families
KS1 children should not do any of the cooking of the potatoes themselves (they are not
expected to use heat sources) but with adult supervision, they can wash the potatoes and
learn how to use a potato peeler and how to cut the potatoes.
If at all possible, it would be a worthwhile experience for your child(ren) to be able to use
boiled potatoes in any of the following ways:
1) Mashing them to see how the texture changes.
2) Mashing them and adding different ingredients to change the taste, for example
a) grated cheese b) chopped onions c) baked beans or sweet corn
3) Leaving the boiled potatoes to cool and adding them to different ingredients to
make a salad or spiced dish, for example
a) Hard boiled and shelled chopped egg and mayonnaise
b) diced vegetables and mayonnaise
c ) with pre-cooked tomatoes, cumin and coriander seeds
4) Your own potato inventions.
Please record what you did in your recipe for potato cooking.
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Using Measures in Farming
Farmers need to know the measures of time to help them plan for growing their crops. They need to know the seasons and when they should
get their fields ready by ploughing them so the soil is ready for the seeds to be planted. They need to know how often they need to water their
crops once the seeds have been planted. Plants grow at different speeds so the farmer must know how long it will take for the plant to grow to
the correct size.
When growing their crops, farmers want to know how well they have done after all their hard work. The two measures that help them do this
are those which measure the length and those which measure the weight.
1. In which season do you think the farmer plants the seeds? Circle your answer.
Spring

Summer

Autumn

Winter

2. Why do you think this is?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. During the growing season many farm workers have to work at weekends too. Which days make up the weekend?
________________________________________ and __________________________________________________
4. It takes a whole day to plant the seeds in a field.
Farmer Handoo has 2 fields. He starts planting on Monday. What day does he finish? _______________________
Farmer Wojak has 4 fields. She starts planting on Monday. What day does she finish? ________________________
Farmer O’ Connor has 3 fields. She starts planting on Tuesday. What day does she finish? ________________________
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Getting the time right
Farm workers need to be able to tell the time so they can get their different jobs done
during the day.
Have a look at my number line clock
O’clock

The number my arrow is pointing to is 5.
It is 5 o’ clock
What time is it on my number line clocks?
____ o’clock

____ o’clock

____ o’clock

5. What time is it one hour before 6 o’clock ? ____________ o’clock
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My arrow is half way between 4 and 5 so it is half past 4.

6. What time is my arrow pointing to now? ______________________________
I am now going to make my number line clocks into a circle:

The hour hand on this clock is pointing to
the nine so it is 9 o’clock

The hour hand on this clock is half way
between the 6 and 7 so it is half past 6.

On a clock there are 2 hands (arrows) – the small hand for hours and the long hands for
minutes:
Hour hand

Minute hand
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The hour hand is
pointing at the 9

The minute
hand is
pointing to the
top of the
clock – the 12
It is 9 o’clock

The hour hand
has moved ½
way between
the 9 and 10

The minute
hand has made
a ½ turn of the
clock and is
now facing the
6
It is half past 9

7. What time do the farmers get up?
Farmer Dapkus

Farmer Ivanov

Farmer Binks

Farmer Chowdery

Farmer Ash
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8. Who gets up the earliest? ______________________________________________
9. Who gets up the latest? ________________________________________________
10. Who gets up one hour later than Farmer Ash? ______________________________
11. Who gets up two hours before Farmer Binks? _______________________________
The History of Farming
When farmers grow their crops they have to plough their fields to make them ready to plant
the seeds.

1. A horse drawn plough

2. A steam engine plough
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3. A tractor drawn plough

4. A tractor drawn plough
a) Which of the ploughs do you think is the oldest?

Number _____

b) Which of the ploughs do you think is most often seen in the fields nearest to where
you live now days?
Number ________
c) Do we use steam engine ploughs for farming now days? Yes or no.
d) Why do you think this is?

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
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When farmers plant their seeds in the ground, we call this ‘seed drilling’. Have a look at the
pictures of seed drilling and put them in order starting with the oldest way first.
The oldest way is number 1 and the newest way is number 6.

How has the planting of seeds changed over time?
First, farmers planted seeds by hand.
Then machines were invented to help them.
Next, farmers planted seeds using ______________
Then, farmers planted seeds using ______________
Now days, farmers use _____________

to drill the seeds.
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Information Technology – Learning about Farming
For this activity you are going to need one of the following pieces of equipment which has
internet access:
A computer

a laptop

A tablet device( ipad, kindle or
similar)

a mobile phone

There are 4 videos on the following website to watch:
https://www.foxesfarmproduce.co.uk
Foxes farm is based in Essex and they have 4 videos which you can watch to learn about
farming: Learn on the farm with Emily. Have a look at the following 2 videos:
Ø Episode 1 -Learn about the seed drill
Ø Episode 3 – Learn about how the tractor drives itself.
What did you find out?

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Draw a picture of a tractor in this space:
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Singing and Music
The song we are going to do is Old MacDonald had a farm.
Old MACDONALD had a farm
E-I-E-I-O
And on his farm he had a cow
E-I-E-I-O

With a moo moo here
And a moo moo there
Here a moo, there a moo
Everywhere a moo moo
Old MacDonald had a farm
E-I-E-I-O
Old MACDONALD had a farm
E-I-E-I-O
And on his farm he had a pig
E-I-E-I-O

With a oink oink here
And a oink oink there
Here a oink, there a oink
Everywhere a oink oink
Old MacDonald had a farm
E-I-E-I-O
Old MACDONALD had a farm
E-I-E-I-O
And on his farm he had a duck
E-I-E-I-O

With a quack quack here
And a quack quack there
Here a quack, there a quack
Everywhere a quack quack
Old MacDonald had a farm
E-I-E-I-O
Old MACDONALD had a farm
E-I-E-I-O
And on his farm he had a horse
E-I-E-I-O
With a neigh neigh here
And a neigh neigh there
Here a neigh, there a neigh
Everywhere a neigh neigh
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Old MacDonald had a farm
E-I-E-I-O
Old MACDONALD had a farm
E-I-E-I-O
And on his farm he had a lamb
E-I-E-I-O
With a baa baa here
And a baa baa there
Here a baa, there a baa
Everywhere a baa baa
Old MacDonald had a farm
E-I-E-I-O
Old MACDONALD had a farm
E-I-E-I-O
And on his farm he had some chickens
E-I-E-I-O
With a cluck cluck here
And a cluck cluck there
Here a cluck, there a cluck
Everywhere a cluck cluck
With a baa baa here
And a baa baa there
Here a baa, there a baa
Everywhere a baa baa
With a neigh neigh here
And a neigh neigh there
Here a neigh, there a neigh
Everywhere a neigh neigh
With a quack quack here
And a quack quack there
Here a quack, there a quack
Everywhere a quack quack
With a oink oink here
And a oink oink there
Here a oink, there a oink
Everywhere a oink oink
With a moo moo here
And a moo moo there
Here a moo, there a moo
Everywhere a moo moo
Old MacDonald had a farm
E-I-E-I-OOOOOOO...

The singing video for this version of the song can be found at https://youtu.be/_PtsBn2EIL4
Twinkle little songs - Old MacDonald had a farm, on you tube.
What other farmyard animals do you know that you could add in?
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Kitchen Musical Instruments
When you are singing Old MacDonald had a Farm, can you clap to the beat of the song?
Once you feel confident in doing that there are lots of things which we have in the kitchen that we
can use as musical instruments that we can play to the beat of the song.

Saucepan lids can be used in lots of
ways.
Banging 2 together to make a crashing
sound.
Beating the lid with a wooden spoon for
a softer ringing sound.
Beating the lid with a metal spoon for a
harder ringing sound

If you move a metal spoon
up and down the cheese
grater you get a lovely
rasping sound.

Plastic food containers or bowls can be
used as drums. You can tap them with
your fingers, with wooden spoons of
metal spoons and you will get all sorts
of noises.
Different sized containers make
different sounds.
If you have just one size container, you
can change the sound you make when
hitting the container if you put water in
it. Try changing the amount of water
you use, to see what happens.
If you put dried rice or lentils in a food
container with the lid on, it will make a
shaker.
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Can you find any other kitchen items that you can use to make an instrument?
Draw what you did below:
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Make farm animals puppets
To accompany your song you can make some animal puppets.
In appendix 1 there are some animal templates. This is what you need to do.
1. Cut out the animal templates. 2) colour the animal in carefully

3) fold along the dotted lines

4) stick a pencil or lolly stick through the middle

5) if you have glue or selloptape, stick the sides of the animal together.
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Grains
Now we are going to learn about growing wheat because use it in so many of our foods,
particularly bread.
Wheat grain
Farmers plant seeds which grow into wheat. Wheat grains grow at the top of the plant. They
are closely packed together in clusters called ears. Each ear of wheat is made up of 45-50
grains, however, this can vary depending on the type of wheat. It is these starchy grains that
we eat.
Here is what a grain of wheat looks like close up.
Each grain of wheat has three distinct parts. First there is the coarse outer bran layers.
Inside the bran layer there are two parts. The smaller part is called the wheat germ – a new
plant would grow from this part. The larger part is called the endosperm. This is the starchy
store of food which the germ feeds on while it grows.
The endosperm is the white flour we use to make many products. After milling, the wheat
germ and bran can be added back to white flour in different amounts to create either brown
or wholemeal flour.

Growing wheat
Autumn/winter (September to November)
In autumn/winter, the field is ploughed to break up the soil. The seed is then planted. (The
seed is grains of wheat produced previously.) The seeds need water, warmth and light to
grow. Farmers spread 28fertilizer on the fields. The 28fertilizer provides extra nutrients to
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help the plants grow well and produce a more wheat – we call this a greater yield.

Spring
In the spring, the wheat plants will grow more quickly and start producing ears of grain. The
ears will be green in colour. The farmer uses sprays to protect the wheat from weeds,
disease and pests.

Summer
During the summer, the ears of grain ripen and turn golden yellow.

In August, the wheat is harvested by the combine harvester. The combine cuts the wheat
plant and separates the grain from the straw and the ‘chaff’. These are the inedible parts of
the plant – the stalk and the husks which cover the grain. In the past, before combine
harvesters, people would ‘thrash’ the wheat by beating it on the ground to release the
grain. Now, the combine cuts and thrashes the wheat. The grain is collected in the
combine’s tank and the straw and chaff is dropped back onto the field. The straw will be
gathered later by a baler and bundled into bales. The grain is dried and stored and then sent
to a flour mills or other processors.

Comprehension Questions
1. What is the name of the part of the where the wheat grains are? Circle the right one:
nose

mouth

ear

hair

lip

head
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2. What is used to make flour?
_______________________________________________________________________
3. Which of the following help the wheat to grow? Tick the boxes.
Soil
sweets
water
fertiliser
wind
sun
bread
4. In what month is the wheat harvested? ______________________
5. What is the name of the machine used to harvest the wheat?

6. Have a look on the internet. Can you draw a picture of this machine in the box
below?

7. What happens after the grain is dried? _____________________________________
Milling wheat
Wheat can be used to make many foods such as bread, cakes, biscuits, pancakes, soups,
sauces, pasta, batter, fish finger crumb, chocolate, crumpets, muffins, stock cubes, breakfast
cereal. However, before it is used to make different foods, it has to be milled.
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Screening and cleaning
Firstly the wheat is cleaned and the things that cannot be eaten are removed. Powerful
magnets, metal detectors and other machines extract metal objects, stones and other grains
such as barley, oats and small seeds from the wheat grain. Throughout the cleaning process,
air currents lift off dust and chaff.
Milling
In the past, grain was milled by being crushed in one go between two big stones (in a
windmill or watermill). Nowadays millers use a much more gradual approach and grind a bit
and separate the different components then grind and separate a bit more. During the ‘first
break’
the grain is milled through steel rollers with teeth that break the grains open. It is then
repeatedly reduced and sifted to separate the wheat germ, bran and endosperm and
achieve the desired colour and consistency of flour.
The whitest flours are produced from the early reduction rolls, with the flour getting less
white on later rolls as the proportion of bran particles increases.
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Wheat to flour
Bran
The bran is the skin of the grain. Bran is very high in fibre. It is used in cereal such as bran
flakes and animal feed is also made from bran. Bran (and wheat germ) is put back into the
white flour to make wholemeal flour – however, we only make a small amount of
wholemeal flour so to avoid a lot of bran being wasted, it is used to make wheatfeed to feed
animals, e.g. cattle, pigs, chickens.
Flour
In the past, when flour was ground between two stones, it was very difficult to get such
white flor as we have now days. Now we use machines to separate and ground wheat so we
have pure white silky smooth flour. This white flour goes on to make a huge lots of foods.
Brown flour is made by using white flour and adding some of the wheat germ and bran that
were separated out in the milling process.
Wholemeal flour is made by adding white flour with all the wheat germ and bran in the
same proportions as they were in the original grain.
Lets go on a ‘Wheat Hunt’
Have a look at the packets of food you have at home or while out shopping.
Look very carefully at the ingredients, for example this breakfast cereal packet

So this breakfast cereal has
wheat in it.
Can you find other food that
have wheat in? Write down
their names or draw them
below
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Design Technology: Cooking with Flour
If it is at all possible, it would be really helpful to work with your child(ren) to see how
flour is used to make one of the most widely eaten food across the world – bread.
This time we are going to look at making soda bread. It is an easy bread recipe and has been
used for hundreds of years.

Recipe for Soda Bread
NOTE: Children are not expected to use heat sources and so an adult would need to place
the bread into the oven to cook it and remove it once it’s cooked. Your child may also need
help to measure the ingredients.

Ingredients
170g plain flour
170g self raising wholemeal flour
250ml milk 1 x 15ml spoon of lemon juice
1 x 5ml spoon bicarbonate of soda
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Equipment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weighing scales
sieve
large bowl
measuring spoon
measuring jug
fork,
baking tray,
knife,
oven gloves,
cooling rack.

Method
1. Preheat the oven to 200°C or gas mark 6.
2. Stir the lemon juice into the milk to make it curdle.
3. Sieve both flours, and the bicarbonate of soda, into the large bowl. Tip in the bran
from the sieve.
4. Add the milk and mix everything together quickly to form a soft dough.
5. Place the dough onto a floured surface and knead lightly for a few moments to form
a round, flattened ball.
6. Place the dough onto a floured baking tray and score a cross on top of the dough.
7. Carefully, place the bread into the hot oven, wearing oven gloves.
8. Bake for 30 minutes.
9. Wearing oven gloves, remove the bread from the oven, and place onto a cooling
rack.
If you want to try the recipe again, you can add seed or ground nuts to the mixture.
If you have been able to make the bread, it would be very nice to use this to make a
healthy sandwich. If you have not been able to make the soda bread but have other
bread at home, your challenge is to make a healthy sandwich.
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My Healthy Sandwich

This is how I made my sandwich:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
My sandwich tasted:
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Draw a picture of your sandwich and give it a star rating. 1 star for ok and 5 stars for really
yummy! Colour the stars.

English - All sorts of Grammar
1. Add the missing punctuation or word in the sentences below:
a) on Friday, Farmer giles drove his tractor to his field
b) Farmers drill their Seeds in the Spring.
c) Artems used combine harvest wheat.
d) Wheat milled to make flour
2. Choose the best word to start each sentence:
Wash

August

My

a) ____________ your hands before cooking.
____________ hands are clean.
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Peel

Scrub

Cook

b) __________ potatoes before you use them.
__________ potatoes before you eat them.
3. Order the words to make a proper sentence:
a) Hens eggs in lay nest a
________________________________________________________
b) Pigs mud play to in love
________________________________________________________
Question Words
4. Put the words in the correct box:
what
tractor

cow

why

when

Question Opener

field

seat how

sheep

can

farmer

where help

who

could mud

Not a question opener
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5. Put in a question word to complete the sentences below:
a) She asked if I knew ______________ the flour was.
b) They asked if I knew _____________ it was.
6. What is wrong with my questions? Please correct them.
There may be more than one answer!
a) Whose time it is?
b) Do you know what my sheep have gone?
c) Who did the hay stack fall?
7. Is the sentence written in the past or present tense? Tick the correct
box.
Sentence
I am cooking potatoes.
I ate the lovely apples.
Mrs. Hay gave Hattie some corn.
Mr. Hay is washing his hands.
Come quickly, the chicks are hatching!

Present

Past
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Fishing in Lincolnshire
People do not just eat plants and animals that live on the land. They also eat animals
and plants that come from the sea.
Here are some foods that come from the seas around the UK. Have you tried it? Did
you like it or would you like it? Cross out your response and say if you think it was or
would be nice.
Sea kelp – a seaweed
I have/ have not tried it.
It is /It would be

Sea kale – a plant that grows on the
beach
I have/ have not tried it.
It is /It would be
Pepper dulce – a seaweed
I have/ have not tried it.
It is /It would be
Sea cucumber
I have/ have not tried it.
It is /It would be

Crab
I have/ have not tried it.
It is /It would be

Prawns
I have/ have not tried them.
They are /they would be
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Mussels
I have/ have not tried them.
They are /they would be

Cod
I have/ have not tried it.
It is /It would be

Conger eel
I have/ have not tried it.
It is /It would be

Haddock
I have/ have not tried it.
It is /It would be

Mackerel
I have/ have not tried it.
It is /It would be

Plaice
I have/ have not tried it.
It is /It would be

Sea bass
I have/ have not tried it.
It is /It would be
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The sea plants are forms of seaweed. Have you ever had any seaweed? If so what did
you have?
Did you know…
Many of the foods we eat have agar
in. This comes from seaweed. Things
like ice cream and jelly have agar in.

Information Technology – Learning about Fishing
For this activity you are going to need one of the following pieces of equipment which has
internet access:
A computer

a laptop

A tablet device( ipad, kindle or
similar)

a mobile phone

Your task is to find out about other types of sea animals that we eat.
Use the website: https://fishandkids.msc.org/en/play/fishyfactfiles
You will see pictures of the different animals:

There are fish, and animals which live in shells. Choose a fish, a shell animal from the
yellow section and one from the green section to find out some facts about.
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My Sea Food Fact File 1

What I look like:

What I eat:

Where I live:

In your dinner:

A special fishy fact
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My Sea Food Fact File 2

What I look like:

What I eat:

Where I live:

In your dinner:

A special fishy fact
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My Sea Food Fact File 3

What I look like:

What I eat:

Where I live:

In your dinner:

A special fishy fact
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Fishing in Lincolnshire
Fish is caught all of the way around the seas of the UK, but Lincolnshire is very
important because Grimsby is where most of the fish we eat, is processed. This
means, this is where it is frozen, or made into foods such as fish fingers, fishcakes
and battered or coated fish.
The squares below show all the fish which is processed in the UK.

The blue circles count for the fish which is processed in Grimsby.
So this means 6 out of every 10 fish go to Grimsby. Just think of how many fish
would be in Grimsby port if a trawler caught
1) 100 fish 2) 800 fish 3) 100 fish?
Here is a picture of the dock and the fish processing.

This is where Grimsby is
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The History of Fishing in Lincolnshire
Grimsby was first recorded as a fishing port 900 years ago! Other seaside towns were also
important for fishing:
Boston
Chapel St Leonard’s
Mablethorpe
Saltfleetby
Skegness.
Over 200 years ago, The Grimsby Haven Company was formed. A railway link was built
between Grimsby and London and the 2 biggest UK fish markets started: Grimsby and
Billingsgate. These are still the 2 main fish markets now days. Shops and restaurants would
place bids for the fish so they could get them at the best price.
Around a hundred ago Grimsby became the largest fishing port in the World.
We call the deep sea fishing boats trawlers, because they have huge nets to trawl the sea
and to catch as many fish as possible in.

Fishing is a very dangerous job because those who fish go out into the middle of seas in all
kinds of weather to catch the fish – sometimes for weeks at a time. There are many dangers
at sea. Besides bad weather, fishermen and women have huge nets they could get tangled
up in. There is lots of machinery too – some to haul up the nets and some to sort and store
the fish. The decks of the boat can get very slippery so fishermen and women must be
careful not to slip.
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You may wish to look at the video of a trawler fishing in the 1970s – when some of your
grandparents were alive.
http://www.yorkshirefilmarchive.com/film/grimsby-fish
In this film you will see the fishing trawler going out to sea, then the workers landing the fish
and sorting it. Later in the film you will see the people in white coats bidding for the fish and
then you will see the fish being weighed and processed.
Grimsby when it was very busy a hundred years ago and with the World’s biggest trawler.
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Grimsby now days:

Look carefully at the pictures of the trawlers.
What is the same? What is different?
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The History of Fishing Comprehension Questions

1. Which of the following seaside towns were important for fishing? Circle them.
Cleethorpes

Ingoldmells

Mablethorpe

Boston

Theddlethorpe

Skegness

Grimsby

Marshchapel

Saltfleetby

Friskney

2. What was built so fish could get from Grimsby to London?
________________________________________________________________________
3. Why can fishing be dangerous? List the dangers:

4. When the fish are caught and taken back to the port, what happens to them (use the
video to help you)? Draw or write the sequence:
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Label which parts of the trawler below are dangerous. Say why if you can.

How have things changed?
Grimsby and Boston are still ports. Grimsby mainly deals with fish, and Boston with grain
and vegetables.
What do people mainly use
• Chapel St Leonard’s
• Mablethorpe
• Saltfleetby
• Skegness
for now days?
Have you been to any of these seaside towns? If so which ones?
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Seaside Towns:
Chapel St Leonard’s

What can you see in the photograph?

If you visited Chapel St Leonard’s beach in the summer, what would you take with you?
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Mablethorpe

What can you see in the photograph?

What’s the same and what’s different:
Chapel St Leonard’s

Maplethorpe
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Skegness

Have a look at the photograph to which shows some of the things at Skegness.
Make a poster to persuade people to visit Skegness.
Things to think about:
1. What can you do there?
2. Can you go swimming – if so where?
3. Where could you stay?
4. Would children like it?
5. Would adults like it?
6. What can you eat there?
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Art – How to draw a fish and put them in an aquarium
Fish
Draw the outline shape of the top of the
fish

Make an Aquarium
You will need:
A cereal box
glue or tape
Some cotton
paper or card
A pen
Some scissors
Colouring pencils, crayons or paint

Draw the mouth

Cut a window out of your cereal box

Draw the belly

Colour the inside of the box blue
Draw some fish and colour them in
different colours

Draw the upper and lower fins

Make a hole in the fish and in different
places on the top of your cereal box.
Thread cotton through the holes in the fist
and tie them to your cereal box

Draw on the tail and front fins

Draw on the eyes and gills

If you have any stones or shells, stick them
to the bottom of your aquarium.

You can decorate your fish
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Appendix 1 - Farm animal templates for puppets and a tractor
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